Treatment Seeking for Posttraumatic Stress in Israel Defense Forces Veterans Deployed in the 2006 Israel-Hezbollah War: A 7-Year Post-War Follow-Up
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ABSTRACT

Background: To determine the long-term prevalence of combat-related treatment seeking for PTSD in Israel Defense Force (IDF) veterans deployed to war.

Methods: A seven-year surveillance records-based study determined the prevalence of treatment seeking and DSM-IV-TR diagnosis among treatment seeking IDF veterans in relation to the 2006 Israel-Hezbollah War. The whereabouts and combat exposure of veterans during the war was determined based on the IDF’s Operations Directorate records.

Results: Overall prevalence of psychological/psychiatric treatment seeking was 1.32%, and was significantly higher in soldiers deployed to high combat-exposure zones (2.19%), relative to low combat-exposure zones (0.24%), OR=9.20, CI=6.68-12.66, p<0.001. Treatment seeking did not differ between soldiers deployed in low combat-exposure zones and soldiers deployed elsewhere than the war area (0.26%), OR=0.90, CI=0.65-1.24, p=0.45: 42% of care-seeking contacts occurred within the 3.5 months of the war’s end. An additional 27.9% of all contacts occurred during the ensuing year, and decreased drastically in subsequent years. PTSD was more prevalent among treatment-seeking veterans deployed in high combat-exposure zones relative to veterans who were deployed in low exposure zones or elsewhere.

Conclusions: Based on previous reports on post-combat PTSD prevalence using stratified samples, there appears to be a service-gap of anywhere between 3-11% between treatment seeking by IDF veterans following war deployment and the actual prevalence of PTSD and related symptoms in this soldier population. As in prior research, treatment seeking and PTSD strongly related to level of combat exposure.

Combat exposure is a well-recognized risk factor for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and other adjustment difficulties (1). To prepare and operate an adequate mental health care response to the sequela associated with traumatic stress symptoms in the aftermath of war, planners and policy makers must accurately estimate at least two key elements that together speak to the expected prevalence of the disorder following combat: a) the percent of veterans out of the deployed force who will actively seek or get
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treatment; and b) the number of veterans who experience severe combat-related symptoms but do not seek treatment. The former estimate can inform preparation for treatment provision whereas the latter estimate is of utmost importance for the coordination of efforts to reduce the stigma and improve willingness to receive care for mental health problems among veterans.

The study was approved by the Helsinki ethics committee in the medical corps. Recent studies suggest a considerable gap between the prevalence of potentially severe post-combat symptoms in war veterans and the prevalence of those who actually seek or get treatment. Warner et al. (2) found that reporting of symptoms and interest in receiving care were 2-fold to 4-fold higher in an anonymous survey compared with an official post-deployment health assessment survey. In this particular sample of U.S. Army infantry soldiers, 20.3% of soldiers who screened positive for depression or PTSD indicated that they were uncomfortable reporting honestly on the official screening documents. In the same vein, a study of Dutch infantry veterans of Iraq yielded 21% if anonymous self-reported prevalence of PTSD whereas structured interviews involving the same soldiers revealed a PTSD rate of only 4% (3).

Finally, the estimated percentage of treatment seeking following combat dropped even lower when it is determined through surveillance of official records completed during hospitalizations and ambulatory visits to military and civilian medical treatment facilities (4).

Arguably, the above-described gap reflects barriers to treatment and would be expected to manifest in official, documented, on-record contacts with the health provision system. The prevalence of such contact is expected to be far below the prevalence of those in need of mental health services, which can be estimated in representative samples using anonymous reporting methods. Several such well-designed large scale studies exist. Prevalence estimates of PTSD in U.S. Armed Forces deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan range between 5 and 13% (5, 6). Prevalence in U.K. troops was estimated at 4% (7).

Systematic post-war data on PTSD prevalence in Israel is limited. One survey of IDF veterans revealed that among those who reported having been under fire in one of Israel’s wars, 16.5% were diagnosed with PTSD (8). Wald et al. (9) found that 8.1% of infantry soldiers deployed to high combat exposure zones anonymously self-reported clinical level of PTSD symptoms, relative to 5.1% of the soldiers who were deployed to lower combat exposure zones. And, prevalence of clinically diagnosed PTSD in the maneuver component of one of IDF’s infantry brigades following operation Protective Edge was at 7.8% (10).

However, all these studies typically relied on self-reported combat events rather than on independent confirmation of traumatic exposure in a military setting (3). It has been documented, particularly in studies of U.S. Vietnam war veterans, that a considerable portion of those who claimed suffering from combat-related PTSD never actually saw combat, never served in a war zone, or in some cases never served in the military at all (see 12).

Thus, there is a need for a study that documents the relation between independently-confirmed traumatic exposure and treatment-seeking behavior among veterans. Moreover, there is a need for such a study to examine rates of treatment seeking over a relatively long period of time following an acute war-related traumatic exposure because: a) delayed onset can occur in some cases; b) it may take time until some veterans realize they have a problem; and c) PTSD can becomes chronic and continue for many years (13).

The current records-based study addresses the need for such research. Specifically, we made use of the highly detailed records of the IDF and the Israeli Ministry of Defense’s Rehabilitation Directorate to estimates the prevalence of treatment-seeking and stress-related psychopathology among treatment seekers in relation to a temporally and geographically confined conflict. The Israel–Hezbollah War lasted 34 days, from July 12 until August 14, 2006, was restricted to Lebanon and Northern Israel, and involved airstrikes, artillery fire, and combat on the ground, which led to considerable morbidity and mortality in both Lebanon and Israel. The confined time and space of the war and the highly detailed nature of record keeping in this domain in Israel provided a unique opportunity to generate highly accurate estimates of the deployed population and their whereabouts during the war, as well as treatment seeking and PTSD among treatment seekers related to this specific war. Our goal was to describe as accurately as possible the prevalence of actual treatment-seeking behavior during the seven years that followed the war, and thereby shed light on the gap reflecting potential barriers to treatment.

METHODS

SAMPLING FRAME

The sampling frame was determined as the finite number of soldiers specifically deployed to the IDF’s Northern Command to partake in the 2006 Israel–Hezbollah War.
An additional control population of soldiers who were assigned to the war effort but deployed elsewhere (i.e., not in the Northern Command where the war physically occurred) was also characterized to illuminate treatment-seeking patterns in the general soldier population in relation to the war. The exact number of soldiers deployed and the specific operational action and geographic whereabouts of their units during the war were noted and verified using official records provided by the IDF’s Operations Directorate.

The surveillance period for treatment seeking and diagnosis was between August 15, 2006 (last day of the war) and August 14, 2013 (seven years after the war had ended). We surveyed the medical records of all the soldiers who sought treatment or were referred to psychiatric evaluation of any kind anytime during the surveillance period. Endpoints of analyses were: a) approach/referral related to the 2006 Israel–Hezbollah War; and b) psychiatric diagnosis based on DSM-IV-TR using a structured interview. The study was approved by the Helsinki ethics committee in the medical corps.

**TREATMENT-SEEKING AND PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS**

In Israel there are two official mental health providers for combat-related difficulties that are believed to respond to more than 95% of referrals related to psychopathology following combat: the IDF’s Unit for Treatment of Combat-Related PTSD (UTC-PTSD) and the Ministry of Defense’s Rehabilitation Directorate. Veterans are free to contact these establishments which provide treatment as needed free of charge. The UTC-PTSD provides in-house treatment and operates as a large day-clinic near the Tel Aviv metropolitan area, whereas the Ministry of Defense’s Rehabilitation Directorate reimburses for care in civilian treatment facilities all across the country. In both cases, thorough and structured psychiatric evaluation is performed by a small group of experienced psychiatrists who determine diagnoses based on a structured interview that verifies DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria for PTSD and related psychopathology before treatment decisions are made. The diagnostic teams meet once a week to discuss current intakes and resolve any diagnostic ambiguities. The full intake and diagnostic records that accumulated during the surveillance period formed the base for determining caseness in the current report.

**COMBAT EXPOSURE**

Because all direct combat action between the IDF and Hezbollah occurred north and across the international border between Israel and Lebanon, combat exposure was determined high if a soldier crossed the international border into Lebanon as part of active combat maneuver (see Figure 1). Alternatively, combat exposure was determined low if a soldier was deployed in the Northern Command but remained on the Israeli side of the international border throughout the war. Soldiers in the high exposure group typically engaged in direct combat in addition to having to endure mortar and rocket fire. Soldiers in the low exposure group were exposed to mortar and rocket fire only. To validate this geo-operational index of combat exposure we measured the percent of soldiers killed and the percent of soldiers wounded during the war in the high- and low-exposure groups. These
records were obtained from the IDF’s Medical Corps. Seventy-six percent of the war’s casualties and 93% of the wounded soldiers belonged to the high exposure group relative to 24% and 7% in the low exposure group, respectively. This distribution reinforces the validity of the geo-operational index of combat exposure used in analyses. A third comparison group consisted veterans who identified their treatment-seeking as related to the 2006 war, who were part of the IDF’s general force at the time of the war but based on official records were deployed elsewhere (i.e., to the south of the Northern Command). These soldiers operated within the general security mission parameters in Israel.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

The summary measures used in analyses were the “percent affected” in relation to two aspects: a) the number of soldiers who sought treatment within the surveillance period multiplied by 100 and divided by the number of soldiers in the relevant cohort. The relevant cohorts for treatment seeking estimates were defined based on the IDF’s Operations Directorate records of the 2006 war and verified by the IDF’s History Department records; and b) the number of soldiers who received a case-defining diagnosis within the surveillance period multiplied by 100 and divided by the number of soldiers in the relevant cohort again defined based on the IDF’s Operations Directorate records of the 2006 war and verified by the IDF’s History Department records. Although we had access to the exact number of deployed soldiers and their whereabouts during the war and to all the records of those who sought treatment after the war, all results are reported in percentages due to IDF security restrictions. We tested: a) How many of those who deployed to high combat exposure zones relative to those who deployed to low combat exposure zones, and those deployed elsewhere (i.e., out of the war’s geographical area), sought treatment and were diagnosed with different psychiatric disorders; b) Odds ratios (OR) were calculated to interrogate differences between soldiers who were deployed in the Northern Command but did not cross the international border for active combat and soldiers who crossed the border.

**RESULTS**

**TREATMENT SEEKING OVER TIME**

Data on percentages of treatment seekers as a function of time elapsed from the end of the war is displayed in Figure 2; 42% of the care-seeking contacts related to the war occurred within the 3.5 months of the war’s end. An additional 27.9% of all contacts occurred during the following year (2007). War-related treatment seeking decreased drastically during the subsequent years of the survey.

**TREATMENT SEEKING AS A FUNCTION OF COMBAT EXPOSURE**

The prevalence estimates of percentages of soldiers who sought treatment following the war as a function of combat exposure levels appear in Table 1. Overall, 1.32% of the soldiers assigned to the war effort in the IDF’s Northern Command sought mental health treatment from the
two primary providers sampled here (UTC-PTSD and the Ministry of Defense’s Rehabilitation Directorate). Percentages of treatment seeking were higher in soldiers who crossed the international border for active combat maneuver (2.19%) relative to soldiers who were deployed in the conflict zone (Northern Command) but did not cross the border (0.24%), OR = 9.20, CI = 6.68-12.66, p < 0.0001. In comparison, 0.26% of the soldiers who were deployed outside the war area (i.e., deployed elsewhere) sought treatment for the “effects of war,” percentages not different to those of soldiers who were deployed in the Northern Command but did not cross the international border for active combat maneuver, OR = 0.90, CI = 0.65-1.24, p = 0.45. These results suggest that actual combat exposure played a pivotal role in risk for symptoms leading to treatment seeking.

To further probe the impact of combat exposure on treatment seeking we calculated treatment-seeking prevalence within a sub-group of soldiers who participated in what many consider to be the most intense combat of this war (longest, highest number of casualties). In this specific sub-group of soldiers 4.9% sought psychiatric treatment, again highlighting the impact of direct exposure and intensity of combat on treatment-seeking behavior.

**PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS AS A FUNCTION OF COMBAT EXPOSURE**

Relative to the total soldier population, percentages of PTSD, subclinical PTSD and anxiety disorders were significantly higher in the high combat-exposure group relative to soldiers in the low combat-exposure group (Table 1). There was low prevalence of depression, psychotic and personality disorder diagnoses and these did not vary as a function of combat exposure. Finally, the prevalence of all diagnoses did not differ between the low combat-exposure group and the group of soldiers deployed elsewhere.

**DISCUSSION**

The prevalence of treatment seeking in IDF soldiers in relation to the war studied here is quite low (less than 2%), and similar in magnitude to the reported prevalence of treatment seeking in the active component of U.S. military members deployed in support of operations in Afghanistan and Iraq between 2003 and 2010 (4). Both the current study and the U.S. report used official records to determine treatment seeking and psychopathology. Both studies related the prevalence of treatment seeking and psychopathology to military operational deployment records, and employed a long follow-up surveillance period (7 years). The prevalence estimates derived using these methods are considerably lower than estimates derived from rigorously conducted studies relying on self-reported surveys on probable PTSD and stress-related psychopathology and self-reported combat exposure, and in studies in which stratified sub-samples of the deployed population served as a reference for calculation (14). This potential gap between those who endure significant combat-related symptoms and those who actually seek treatment is large and calls for concerted efforts to remove barriers to treatment. In addition, studies have consistently shown a wide range of comorbidity with combat-related PTSD in IDF veterans (e.g., major depression, substance use disorder) (8, 15), highlighting the need for effective programs designed to reach out to veterans and their families after combat.

Perhaps the strongest finding in the current survey is the overpowering role of actual combat exposure on the prevalence of post-war treatment seeking. Over 90% of war-related contacts with the mental health system came from soldiers who crossed the international border between Israel and Lebanon and actively participated in combat maneuvers. The microanalysis of the most intense combat incident of this particular war indicated that treatment-seeking prevalence could rise rapidly as a function of combat intensity but even then still does not reach the expected prevalence in the exposed population.

Finally, it appears that the bulk of treatment seeking following the war occurred within the first year of its ending. This pattern concurs with reports from Solomon and Mikulincer (16) on veterans who developed combat stress response during the First Lebanon War in 1982. Planners should take this pattern into consideration when gearing up to provide mental health services after considerable military conflicts. Specifically, it appears that a larger effort should be allocated to treatment provision immediately following the war and that more resources should be allocated to reach-out programs in the ensuing years, particularly targeting veterans who fought under high combat exposure conditions. Such reaching-out policy was recently implemented by the IDF following operation Protective Edge in 2014. The success of this effort still awaits further research.

In conclusion, the current study reveals important characteristics of treatment-seeking behavior in soldiers following war deployment. In particular, the inherent gap between the prevalence of treatment seeking and...
the actual prevalence of severe combat-related symptoms revealed here requires both more research to determine its actual magnitude and for immediate and concerted efforts to reduce barriers to treatment, such as the stigma on those who need such care (17).
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